We extract on the computer a number of moduli of uniform continuity for the first few elements of a sequence of closed terms t of Gödel's T of type (N → N) → (N → N). The generic solution may then be quickly inferred by the human. The automated synthesis of such moduli proceeds from a proof of the hereditarily extensional equality (≈) of t to itself, hence a proof in a weakly extensional variant of BergerBuchholz-Schwichtenberg's system Z of t ≈ (N→N)→(N→N) t. We use an implementation on the machine, in Schwichtenberg's MinLog proof-system, of a non-literal adaptation to Natural Deduction of Kohlenbach's monotone functional interpretation. This new version of the Monotone Dialectica produces terms in NbEnormal form by means of a recurrent partial NbE-normalization. Such partial evaluation is strictly necessary.
to be much simpler 6 than the synthesis of some actual exact realizers by the pure Gödel's Dialectica interpretation from [8, 1] .
Definition 1.1 [Base Arithmetic for Monotone Dialectica program-extraction]
We denote by WeZ ∃ m the weakly extensional variant (see [10] ) of Berger-BuchholzSchwichtenberg's system Z (introduced in [2] , see also [24] ) to which the strong ∃ quantifier was added (together with its defining axioms, see [10, 24] ) and also all the necessary monotonic elements were added, namely the functional inequality constant ≥ together with the axioms governing its usual behaviour 7 .
Note that the system WeZ ∃ , i.e., WeZ ∃ m without the monotonic elements (which was denoted WE−Z − in [10] ) is a Natural Deduction formulation of the weakly extensional Heyting Arithmetic in all finite types WE−HA ω from Section 1.6.12 of [26] .
Definition 1.2 [Extended Arithmetic for extraction by Monotone Dialectica]
We denote by WeZ ∃+ m the extension of WeZ ∃ m with the Independence of Premises for universal premises, the Axiom of Choice and Markov's Principle (axiom) 8 . [14] , adapted to the T presentation from [10] 9 ] Howard's majorizability relation is defined over the T type structure by x N y :≡ at(≥ xy)
Definition 1.3 [Section 2 of
x ρτ y :≡ ∀z
where ≥ is the usual inequality boolean function on N × N defined in [10] and "at" is the boolean, unary and unique predicate of WeZ ∃ m , also defined in [10] .
The monotone Dialectica interpretation (abbreviated "MD-interpretation" and even shorter, MDI) is a recursive syntactic translation from proofs in WeZ ∃+ m 10 to proofs in WeZ ∃ m such that the positive occurrences of the strong ∃ and the negative occurrences of ∀ in the proof's conclusion formula get effectively (either Howard or Bezem) majorized at each of the proof-recursion steps 11 by terms in Gödel's T. These majorizing terms are also called "the programs extracted by" the MDI and (if only the extracted terms are wanted) this translation process is also referred to as "Monotone Dialectica program-extraction".
Definition 1.4 [ Association of boolean terms to quantifier-free formulas ]
By quantifier-free formula we understand a formula built from prime formulas at(t bool ) and ⊥ by means of ∧, → and, if ∃ is available, also ∨. Such formulas are decidable in WeZ ∃ m . There exists a unique bijective association of boolean terms to quantifier-free formulas
The MD-interpretation of proofs includes the following translation of formulas: Definition 1.5 [ The MD-interpretation of formulas ] Recursively defined:
where · → · † is a mapping which assigns to every given variable z a completely new variable z † which has the same type of z. The free variables of A MD are exactly the free variables of A. 12 There exists an algorithm which, given at input a Natural Deduction proof
Theorem 1.6 (Majorant realizer synthesis by the MD-interpretation)
A(a) [hence of the conclusion formula A, whose free variables form the tuple a, from the undischarged assumption formulas {C i } n i=1 ] in WeZ ∃+ m , it produces at output the following (below let a :≡ a 1 , . . . , a n , a):
, whose free variables are among a (ii) the tuples of variables {x i } n i=1 and y, all together with (iii) the following verifying proof in WeZ ∃ m (below let x :≡ x 1 , . . . , x n ):
Moreover, variables x and y do not occur in P (they are all completely new). Hence x and y also do not occur free in the extracted terms {T i } n i=1 and T .
Proof. See [11] for a sketch of the proof (in Natural Deduction) or [18, 21] for full proofs of the equivalent original formulations in the Hilbert-style setting. 2
Remark 1.7
The MD-translated proof P MD is also called the verifying proof since it arithmetically verifies the fact that the MD-extracted programs actually majorize some (strong, intuitionistically proven to exist) realizers of the MD-interpretation of the conclusion formula of the proof at input.
Gödel's Dialectica interpretation becomes far more complicated when it has to face Contraction, which in Natural Deduction amounts to the discharging of more than one copy of an uncancelled assumption in an Implication Introduction
. This is because, for the contractions which are relevant to Dialectica 13 , the contraction formula A becomes 14 part of the raw (not yet normalized) realizing term. A number of such D-relevant contraction formulas, which would not be part of the executed finally strongly normalized extracted term, can be eliminated already at the extraction stage, see [12] for such an example. Unfortunately, such an a priori elimination during extraction of some of the contractions (which we named "redundant" in [12] ) is not always possible, see also [12] for such a negative example. The MD-interpretation simplifies the Dialectica treatment of all non-redundant relevant contractions and therefore represents an important complexity improvement of the extracted program whenever such "persistent" contractions occur in the proof at input.
The minimal arithmetic HeExtEq proof in MinLog
MinLog is an interactive proof-and program-extraction system developed by H. Schwichtenberg and members of the logic group at the University of Munich. It is based on first order Natural Deduction calculus and uses as primitive minimal rather than classical or intuitionistic logic. See [9, 25] for full details.
The hereditarily-extensional-equality test-case (abbreviated HeExtEq) was suggested by U. Kohlenbach as an interesting example for the application of the Monotone Dialectica program extraction from proofs, see Chapter 8 of [21] . In fact it had been carried out at a theoretical level already in Chapter 5 of [20] by means of the precursor of the Monotone Dialectica introduced in [16] . The treatment in [21] is even more platonic, by means of a good number of meta-theorems. We took the challenge to use a machine extraction in order to analyse on the computer a number of concrete instances of the HeExtEq example. The extensional equality at type σ ≡ σ 1 . . . σ n N, denoted = σ , is defined by
where = is defined in [10] as the usual equality boolean function on N × N. It is immediate that x = ρτ y ≡ ∀z ρ (xz = τ yz). As a parallel with the majorizability relation (see Definition 1.3), the hereditarily extensional equality is defined over the T type structure by Proof. By induction on the combinatorial structure of t, since closed terms of Gödel's T can be expressed 15 as built by application only (i.e., without lambdaabstraction) from 0, Suc, Gödel's recursor R and combinators Σ and Π. 2
Corollary 2.4 ([20,21]) Let t (N→N)→(N→N) be a closed T-term.
Since
it immediately follows that
Proposition 2.5 ([20] -5.15 or [21] -8.19 , adapted) Let t (N→N)→(N→N) be a closed term of Gödel's T. Then t is uniformly continuous on every closed interval
} with a modulus of uniform continuity which is effectively synthesizable (uniformly in y N→N ) as a closed term t(y) N→N of T, i.e., one can extract (by MD-interpretation) a closed T-term t (N→N)→(N→N) s.t.:
Proof. Straightforward from Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 1.6, see [20, 21] for details (in the Hilbert-style setting) of the proof originally introduced in [17] . 2 The HeExtEq example was implemented in MinLog [9] in the sense that a minimal arithmetic MinLog proof of
is mechanically generated for each particular T-term t (N→N)→(N→N) by a Scheme [23] procedure which takes as argument such a concrete MinLog T-term t.
The light Monotone Dialectica interpretation
Our approach for the MinLog extraction of the generic modulus of uniform continuity t, given the concrete MinLog term t is different from the letter of Proposition2.5. It amounts in fact to the design of a new variant of the MD-interpretation, which combines those features of the pre-existing versions due to Kohlenbach 16 which turn out to be useful on the machine.
We here name light Monotone Dialectica (abbreviated LMD-interpretation and even shorter, LMDI) this optimization of Kohlenbach's MD-interpretation for the extraction of majorants in NbE-normal form 17 . Hence the particularity of the new light MD-interpretation is the production of terms in normal form. In general, the normal form of a term may show to be (much) bigger than its more compact representation by means of lambda-abstractions. But on the other hand normalization may eliminate many redundant parts of the lambda-terms. Our practical experience with the automated, machine program-extraction, shows that the latter situation appears more often in our experiments, in particular for the HeExtEq case.
The key features of this novel form of MD-interpretation are the following:
(i) The terms extracted at each step of the recursion over the input proof structure are neither exact realizers, nor majorants, but partial majorants, in the sense that only the persistent contractions are treated like in [18] .
(ii) An NbE-normalization (see [3, 4, 5] for the original NbE) of such extracted partial majorants is carried out for optimization purposes after the proof mining of the conclusion at each Implication Elimination (aka Modus Ponens) application. This recurrent form of partial normalization turns out to bring a huge improvement w.r.t. the one single final call-by-value NbE normalization process in situations of long sequences of nested Modus Ponens. We named this technique 18 "Normalization during Extraction" (abbreviated "NdE"), see [13] for a short account. The HeExtEq proof (described in Section 2 above) does actually contain quite long sequences of nested Modus Ponens.
(iii) The final such extracted partial majorant is NbE-normalized and then its majorant is built like in [16] , but using the majorant for Gödel's recursor R from [19] .
Machine results for the HeExtEq case-study in MinLog
We used our light Monotone Dialectica MinLog extraction modules which are available within the special 19 MinLog distribution [9] . We applied the LMDI extrac- 16 We distinguish three such variants of the Monotone Dialectica interpretation, which were introduced in (chronologically ordered) [16] , [18] and finally [19] . See also Zucker's chapter VI in [26] , particularly its sections 8 . 3 -6 , for a raw, unformalized and quite primitive form of MD-interpretation. 17 Here "NbE" is the usual acronym for "Normalization by Evaluation". See [3, 4, 5] for the original call-byvalue NbE normalization technique. 18 Which is a recurrent form of Partial Evaluation. See the volume [7] for accounts of the partial evaluation programming methodology. 19 Our Dialectica modules are for the moment not compatible with the official MinLog distribution from [25] .
tion on the MinLog HeExtEq proof for the following concrete instances of the term t:
• The simple sum: f, k → f (0) + · · · + f (k) .
• The double sum: f, k → f (f (0)) + · · · + f (f (k)) .
• The triple sum:
In the case of the simple sum, the machine output is, as expected, the identity function, regardless of the actual f , hence the functional f, k → k . Also for the double sum, the outcome is the expected one, namely
On the contrary, for the triple sum, the mathematician needs to work a good number of minutes to produce the following optimal result
The machine produces in less than one minute an output which can be isomorphically adapted for display as follows:
It is easy to notice that the machine-yielded expression (2) is immediately equivalent to the more human expression (1) . Note also that in the context of a pointwise continuity demand, the optimal answer would be
which is strictly lower than the machine (or human) optimal output for the case of uniform continuity. In fact, while first trying to solve by brain the triple sum problem, we first erroneously thought that this were a modulus of uniform continuity, which is not the case. We later produced (1) by simplifying the machine outcome (2) and after some checks we realized the error. Hence we could produce a correct answer only with the help of the computer extraction.
Notwithstanding, right now a pattern can be noticed by the human in the solution of the HeExtEq problem for terms t l :≡ λf, k. f (l) (0) + · · · + f (l) (k) , with f (l) (i) :≡ f (f · · · (f (i))) , where f appears l times on the right-hand side. We write again the above moduli of uniform continuity for t l , with l := 1, 2, 3:
We thus immediately infer the generic (recursive) solution for every l ∈ N: t l+1 (f, k) ≡ max{k, f (0), . . . , f( t l (f, k))} The verification that t l is the optimal modulus of uniform continuity for t l is now an easy exercise, which we leave to the reader (see [11] for the solution).
Conclusions and future work
More such MinLog extractions of moduli of uniform continuity for other various concrete instances of the input term t can and ought to be performed. The light MD-interpretation should be mathematically formalized, in synthesis with the light optimization of Gödel's Dialectica from [10] . It might be that the latter improvement applies also in the case of the HeExtEq proof. This issue should be researched with high priority. Also a complete mathematical formulation of the Normalization during Extraction (NdE) ought to be given.
